
 

 

MERSEY BUSY AS EVER  

Since the last issue, Mersey has 
continued a varied programme ranging 
from her usual marine enforcement 

tasking, conducted various navigational 
assessments and undertaken damage 

control and fire fighting training.  

 

ABOUT MERSEY 
Mersey is one of three Ships which make up the 
RN’s Fishery Protection Squadron enforcing UK 
and EU fisheries legislation in order to ensure the 
long term sustainability of the UK fishing grounds. 
In addition, the three UK based Ships are the only 
warships on permanent patrol around the UK, 
contributing to the policing of UK waters and the 
delivery of the UK’s Maritime Security.   

 



MERSEY PROVIDES NAVIGATION TRAINING 

A main feature of Mersey’s somewhat more varied programme over the past weeks has been 
providing a sea based platform for navigational courses run at HMS Collingwood. The 
navigation school provides shore-based training at all levels, however only so much can be 
learnt in the class room and Mersey was called upon to enable students to put their new found 
skills into practice. The first course Mersey hosted was an International course aimed at junior 
navigators, with students from Indonesia, Ghana, Jordan, and Brunei. This took the form of five 
days sailing around the Solent, with the students taking responsibility for the navigation of the 
Ship. The Ship returned to Portsmouth each evening, providing those members of the Ships 
Company who live locally with a few evenings at home. 

Shortly after DCT (see article below) Mersey was tasked once again to conduct navigational 
training, only this time for the Royal Navy’s own students on the Fleet Navigators Course. The 
assessment week on Mersey was an intensive culmination of a five week long process, which 
qualifies successful students to go on to navigate frigates and destroyers. Five students 
attended the course, including HMS Mersey’s old Operations Officer, Lt Arron Goodwin. The 
week consisted of coastal navigation around the Isle of Wight, night runs around Torbay and 
Pilotage in and out of Plymouth before the Ship headed over to the more challenging waters of 
the Channel Islands. Guernsey and Jersey have always been a training ground for the RN’s 
future navigators due to the combination of a large tidal range and host of isolated rocks and 
islands, which serve to provide a complex environment with little margin for error. Luckily for 
Mersey, all the students proved more than capable of stepping up to the challenge, with each 
successfully passing the course at the end of the week.  

MERSEY HERSELF UNDER TRAINING 

Regular readers of Mersey Beat will remember Mersey undertaking a single day of Directed 
Continuation Training (DCT) back in January. This saw a number of members of staff from Flag 
Officer Sea Training (FOST) visit the ship from their base in Faslane, in order to assess the 
Ship’s ability to fight fires and deal with floods onboard. June saw the same staff visit once 
more, however this time for a two day period. After Mersey left Newcastle at the start of June, a 
period of “shakedown” began, where the crew were tested internally in a number of exercises. 
The two day assessment saw fires, floods, intelligence gathering and navigational exercises 
thrown at the crew of Mersey. As always, the Ship’s Company of HMS Mersey stepped up to 
the mark and through hard work and good preparation, achieved an overall more above 
satisfactory assessment. This means that the FOST team from Faslane will not visit again till 
the Ship emerges from her refit period towards the end of the year. 

MERSEY’S PET PIGEON 

Despite a significantly more varied programme over the past few weeks, Mersey has found time 
to conduct her much more familiar marine enforcement patrols. This has largely seen Mersey in 
the East Channel around Dover round into the North Sea, operating on Dogger Bank and as far 
north as Newcastle-Upon-Tyne. It was around Dogger Bank that Mersey was visited by a 
particularly curious pigeon, who remained onboard for over a day, keenly looked after by MID 
Butterworth. Mersey Beat wishes ‘Speckled Jim’ all the best for the future. 


